
The Oakland County CISMA is focused on various terres-

trial and aquatic invasive species. Below are characteristics 

to identify these species, as well as their impact on the    

environment, status in Michigan law and  

options for treatment. 
oaklandinvasivespecies.org 

An aquatic species resembling a mini lily pad, with 
leaves about 1-2 cm wide, and small 3-petaled 
white flowers in summer. Frog-bit is a free-floating 
plant. *PROHIBITED SPECIES 
 
Impacts: European Frog-bit can grow in thick patch-
es and impede movement of wildlife and boat traf-
fic. Large mats prevent sunlight from reaching be-
neath it and when it dies off in fall, it can deplete 
the oxygen levels in a waterbody 

KEY TREATMENTS 

Chemical Control 

 

Mowing   

(must occur indefinitely) 

 

Pulling 

 

Biocontrol 

If identified, report the presence of these species to local MDARD contact or local CISMA!  

This plant has a  clustered flower  bloom that can grow 4-10 ft tall, with 5 to  
7-petaled flowers that persist throughout the summer. Leaves attach to the  
stem in an opposite pattern. 
 
Impacts: Purple loosestrife outcompetes native plants, reducing plant diversity 
and lowering the richness of wildlife in the area. 

A tall reed with feather-like top.  Its leaves attach to the stem in an alternat-
ing  
pattern and are green in color with a slightly silver/blue tint. This species can  
grow up to 15 ft tall. 
 
Impacts: Phragmites  grows in thick patches, preventing native plant  growth 
and access to water sources for animals and human recreation. It can also  

Knotweed plants have large, broad leaves with a pointed tip.  It is most 
easily identified by its bamboo-like stalks that may be green or red in col-
or.  Tiny white flowers in long clusters appear during spring.  *PROHIBITED 
SPECIES  
Do NOT mow, as small fragments can spread and create new plants. 

Impacts: Knotweed chokes out naive species by blocking out light, changing 
the nutrient cycles in the soil and releasing toxins into the soil around them 


